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DISASSEMBLY

1. Unbolt the head pipes form the manifolds and push the head pipes out of the way.

2. Remove clutch linkage on stick shift car or auto trans shift rod and key lock rod on automatic  
 cars. 

3.	 Remove	starter,	starter	brace,	frame/fender	brace,	dipstick	tube,	oil	filter	and	oil	filter	adaptor,		
 and vacuum canister for the heat riser.

4. Cars with the brake pressure valve and warning light switch mounted to the inside of the  
 driver’s side frame will need to be relocated to the top of the frame. 

5. Remove the manifold bolts from each manifold and remove the manifolds from the car.

6. Remove the gaskets and any gasket material or any carbon deposits that remain on the             
 head surface.  



INSTALLATION
Driver Side
2. Unbolt the headpipe from the stock exhaust manifold and push aside.
3. Remove the clutch linkage (if manual transmission), starter, stock exhaust manifold, dipstick tube,  
 fender braces, vacuum operated, heat riser, and starter bracket.

NOTE: A. Some models may also require moving the brake line junction block from inside the frame  
 to the top of the frame.
 B. Cars equipped with column shift automatic transmission or steering locking device must  
 move and modify the rod as shown in Figures A, B, & C. 1977 models must refer to Figure F.
 C. The fender brace and starter brace on all vehicles so equipped must be discarded. 1973-75  
 vehicles must have the frame support bars removed.
4. Starting from below, work the left header carefully up through the chassis and into position over  
 the exhaust ports.

NOTE: A. Some models with 4-speed trans require raising the engine 2 – 3 inches to install the  
 header. Use a wood block between the oil pan and jack.
	 B.	1977	models	may	require	trimming	the	(front)	top	of	the	flange	(see	Figure	D)	to	clear	the		
 alternator bracket.
5.	Position	the	gasket,	and	use	1”	long	bolts	and	flat	washers	at	the	notches	in	the	flange,	then	slide		
 the header over the bolt and start the remainder of the bolts. 
NOTE: A. Cars equipped with power steering or alternator bracket mounted in #1 cylinder, use the  
 stock bolts. Washers may be required as spacers for proper alignment.
 B. Models equipped with heat shields over the motor mount must either modify the heat   
 shields for maximum clearance or discard them.

6. Replace the starter, dipstick tube, clutch linkage (if removed), shift rod or steering lock pad, and  
 vacuum operated heat riser.

NOTE: Starter cable must be relocated to prevent contact with any of the header tubes.

7. Tighten all bolts evenly.
8.	Be	sure	battery	cable,	brake	lines,	and	fuel	lines	have	sufficient	clearance	from	the	header	tubes.
Passenger side
1.	Remove	the	stock	exhaust	manifold	and	oil	filter	assembly.

NOTE: 1973 – 75 models must have the frame supports bars removed. Raise the engine   
 approximately 1 inch.

2. Starting from below, carefully work the right header up through the chassis and into position (See  
 Figure E).
3.		Position	the	gasket,	and	use	1”	long	bolts	and	flat	washers	at	the	notches	in	the	flange,	then	slide		
 the header over the bolt and start the remainder of the bolts. 
4.	Replace	the	oil	filter	assembly.	Tighten	all	header	bolts	evenly.
5. To connect the collectors to your stock exhaust system,use the included reducers
6. Connect the battery, start the engine, and check for leaks. Be sure all brake lines, fuel lines, and  
	 electrical	wires	have	sufficient	clearance.	Reroute,	as	necessary.	



Illustration A

Illustration B

Illustration C



Illustration D

Illustration E

Illustration F



Parts List
1 Left Side Header    1 Right Side Header
2 Header Gaskets    2 Collector Reducers
4 3/8-16 X 1” Header Bolts  6 3/8-16 X 3/4” Header Bolts
6 3/8-16 X 1” Collector Hex Head Bolts 6 3/8-16 Hex Nuts
6 3/8” Lock Washers 


